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**We live in a crowded island, cramped in leisure terms by the limitations of space made available per capita by the recent course of golf courses in urban areas, and by a deep seated misunderstanding in the eyes of very many local authorities that golf is a rich man's pastime.**

A classic example came to light recently when Watford Borough Council, a left wing controlled body in a heavily populated area, reluctantly conceding the need to give golf to the ratepaying populace at large chose a cheapskate way out, that of attempting to claw back into public ownership a private golf course and club that had operated successfully and profitably for approaching one hundred years.

Their failure is seen, certainly in my eyes, as a victory over bureaucratic bungling, but it does pose the problem of just where nowadays overspill players and future generations of young tyros are going to find suitable sites for their teeth cutting.

The plea of limitations on finances, ground space or population often prevents development of a full 18 hole layout, and where this occurs authorities look to nine holes as the only alternative. This has not always been the case and records of olden days demonstrate just how varied golf courses were in their hole numbers.

**Odd Numbers**

The old links at Musselburgh, where I recently witnessed the grasping vandalism perpetrated by the racecourse authorities and where play is now limited to a mockery of former times, were originally played over just five holes, later extended to eight; until 1870 Wimbledon had only seven, until Tom Dunn extended it to 19! (one for luck?) Gullane began with 13, adding two later. The very first Open Championship, won by the innovative Willie Park at Prestwick in 1860, was played over a 36 hole total of three times twelve holes. North Berwick were content with seven while Montrose for some inexplicable reason had 25! Bruntsfield, where a shortened variety of the game is still played, began with only six. Blackheath, as influential in setting standards then as the R. & A. is now, played their earliest matches over three times seven.

Of equal importance historically is the length of holes. Our forefathers had no need for monsters, for the old feather ball, and later the guttie, didn’t travel nearly as far as it’s modern counterpart. Perhaps there is a case now for further restricting the length attainment of the modern ball, or in certain circumstances imposing the use of the innovative Cayman ball, which travels approximately half the distance of it’s big brother. I’ve played the Cayman and can vouch for it’s entertainment value.

**Accidental Eighteen**

With the move of authority from Prestwick to St. Andrews came an acceptance of their own particular and peculiar course layout of eighteen holes, albeit played over nine double greens, home and back. The seal was set and eighteen became a standard with the R. & A. is now, played their earliest matches over three times seven.

Golf over six holes, even six short holes, need not be dull, indeed with sensible use of multiple tees, large enough to withstand the extra usage, a layout could be devised with variable hole lengths that would bring in every possible combination of the game. Nor should we lose sight that perfection in the short game, the skill of holing six-foot putts and placing chip shots to within one-putt distance every time, would make remarkable players of us all. Banging the ball a mile with wood is not the way to perfection.

Let us examine the benefits. First the land needed, often unsuited to any other sporting application, will be about 25% less than for a nine holer. The course construction costs will be substantially lower and maintenance could, in most cases, be handled easily by one or two greenkeepers. No longer would it be necessary to write off the better part of a day for a round and its trimmings. Six holes may easily be slotted in, say ninety minutes at most. Above all six hole courses would serve as a relief canal from overcrowded courses whilst providing those without access to such full facilities to experience the joys of this most glorious game — that surely would be no bad thing?

**Six(th) Sense**

Golf over six holes, even six short holes, need not be dull, indeed with sensible use of multiple tees, large enough to withstand the extra usage, a layout could be devised with variable hole lengths that would bring in every possible combination of the game. Nor should we lose sight that perfection in the short game, the skill of holing six-foot putts and placing chip shots to within one-putt distance every time, would make remarkable players of us all. Banging the ball a mile with wood is not the way to perfection.

Let us examine the benefits. First the land needed, often unsuited to any other sporting application, will be about 25% less than for a nine holer. The course construction costs will be substantially lower and maintenance could, in most cases, be handled easily by one or two greenkeepers. No longer would it be necessary to write off the better part of a day for a round and its trimmings. Six holes may easily be slotted in, say ninety minutes at most. Above all six hole courses would serve as a relief canal from overcrowded courses whilst providing those without access to such full facilities to experience the joys of this most glorious game — that surely would be no bad thing?

**David White, Editor**
The new TU Tractors, just a part of the driving force from Iseki. Tractors with dramatic new shapes, new horsepowers and just as importantly new operator comfort for day long, year round operation.

The Iseki TU range from 19-27 horsepower has smaller turning circles, bigger lift capacities and a choice of operations - along with attachments to match your needs. Plus manual or hydrostatic transmission and an operator cabin that's the envy of most.

Find out about the latest from Iseki - the TU series - part of the driving force from Iseki now available with COMPREHENSIVE FINANCE SCHEMES to suit your budget through participating dealers.

Ring us on Iseki Freephone 0800 378 939 or post the coupon today.
Welcome to our New Members

GREENKEEPING MANAGEMENT is always happy to tell the world of success stories throughout our profession. And when the need arises we'll not be above a little trumpet-blowing on our own behalf. One such success story is the remarkable growth in our membership over the past few months. With the figure zooming well over the three thousand level and with new members responding positively to the reply card form at the rate of twenty five new members each week, BIGGA is very proud indeed to welcome those members listed here. To them all we extend the hand of friendship and professionalism - built on a solid foundation of growth and understanding of all that is so good within this fine industry.

Welcome to our New Members

Maurice Groves
John Plummer
B. Geddes
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Gareth J. Rees
John R.D. Boughey
Neil Brown
Colin J. McMaster
John B. Monk
Brendan Row
Alan J. Southby
P. Tones
Robert L. Bond
Gary Bridesman
Graeme Crowell
Alex Irie
Carl J. Llewellyn
Yoshinouke Maki
Colin Scott
Anthony Smyth
William Tomlinson
Richard J. Agg
Graeme Holland
Bart A. Wilson
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Darenth Valley G.C.
O.M. Scott & Sons (T)
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Royal Burgess G.C.
(A)
Wiseley G.C.
Bigbury G.C.
ICI Professional Products (T)
ICI Professional Products (T)
ICI Professional Products (T)
ICI Professional Products (T)
ICI Professional Products (T)
Yorkshire Mowers Ltd. (T)
Yorkshire Mowers Ltd. (T)
Wrestwick St Nicholas
Worcs
Aeration & Drainage (T)
Todmorden G.C.
Sedgley G.C.
Logic ATV Equipment (T)
Wrexham G.C.
Colwall Park G.C.
Sachi Dolmar Uk Ltd (T)
Shephillam Park G.C.
Colwall Park G.C.
Colwall Park G.C.
Brighton and Hove G.C.
Ashburton G.C.
Aldenham G.C.C.
Royal Troon G.C.
Tarland G.C.
Bloxwich G.C.
Bloxwich G.C.
Temple G.C.
Bloxwich G.C.
Bloxwich G.C.
Bala G.C.
Seaham G.C.
Durham Park Golf Club
Hartburn Golf Group plc (A)
Ashston G.C.
Castell G.H.C.
Wimborne Golf Club
Wentworth G.C.
Blackwell G.C.
Castell G.H.C.
Barholmowen (Chic.) Ltd. (T)
Chesfield G.C.
(T)
West Lancashire G.C.
Weehow G.C.
R.P. Ironsides G.C.
Wootton G.C. Ltd. 
Worlesdon G.C.
Durham Park G.C.
Wrexham D.C.
P. Tones Ltd. (T)
Harburn G.C.
West Hill G.C.
West Hill G.C.
West Hill G.C.
Chester-le-Street G.C.
Cardiff G.C.
Cardiff G.C.
Cardiff G.C.
Alderstone College (A) 
Cardiff G.C.
Leswale G.C.
Burford G.C.
Dunmoreline G.C.
Woodhall Spa G.C.
Michael H.J. Osborne
John E. Warner
Albert R. Hodgson
James G. Ellis
John R. Noyce
Bryan T. Price
Stanley Sheen
Robert W. Summers
Andrew J. Lintin
David Shanks
Bradley G. Wood
Mark J. Waddington
Mark P. Hastry
Peter W. Leath
Richard Nissen
Peter J. Brooks
David P. Worsfold
Gary Ashton
Gerald T. Christie
Philip J. Colebatch
Malcolm A. Spooner
David K. Gower
Michael J. Harker
Alfred D. Perry
P.C. Pustain
Stephen G. Goode
Martin Sanders
Chris Butlin
Andrew J. Beason
Philip Pressing
Leonard Cook
Stephen Proffitt
David Large
Christina D. Martin
Nick Holler
David I. Rhodes
Kurt Honisch
Darren W. Keen
Alan F. Glosk
David Parry
Kenneth F. Leggett
Dean C. West
Scott Jamieson
John E. Coar
Donal Brophy
Edward Laird
Malcolm H. Mcleod
S.H. Dawson
Donald G. Friend
William B. Milne
Trevor A. Smith
Michael J. Dixon
John Hinton
Andrew R. Wilson
James McCulloch
Clive Walton
Barry F. Cooper
Marmaduke A. Revell
Derek J. Parker
David Frank Coate
Peter T. Johnson
Malcolm Henderson
Wheeler G.C.
Stewart Brown
Gerald Hermann
Alan J. Michell
Marc R. Duzon
Russell P. Smith
Victor E. Tier
David J. Brookes
Steven C. Waterman
Michael Stokes
Neil A. Robinson
David Marshall
Timothy J. Muclay
Simon Green
Adrian J. Simm
L.E. Nelson
Teroen A. Hoskins
David Mottram
Mark Foster
Richard B. Hall
M. Curtis
Liam D. A. Galway
Carl-Olof Palm
Newbattie G.C.
Weymouth G.C.
Woodhall Spa G.C.
Glenlivet G.C.C. Ltd.
Hurstridge Products
St. Pierre G.C.
Durham City G.C.
R.A.C. Country Club
Woodhall Spa G.C.
St. Nicholas G.C.
Deseside G.C.
Brough G.C.
Birchwood G.C.
Shrewsbury G.C.
Hoversday Ltd. (T)
Cerwell D.C.
Holtye G.C.
(Welwyn & Hatfield D.C.
Leominster G.C.
Weymouth & Hatfield D.C.
Weston Turville G.C.
Ministry of Defence
Birchwood G.C.
Welwyn & Hatfield D.C.
Scrappfoot G.A.
Chesedester G.C.
Kibworth G.C.
Kibworth G.C.
East Berkshire G.C.
Pleasington G.C.
East Berkshire G.C.
Wirral Ladies G.C.
York G.C.
Kibworth G.C.
Bolton School
Colony Club Guttenhof
Mappley G.C.
Thomas Elliot Ltd. (T)
Flint G.C.
Woodhall Spa G.C.
Crowmarsh G.C.
Latham Grange
Inglis G.C.
Kilmarnock G.A.
Eeyemouth G.C.
Cardiff Golf Hotel
Highpost G.C.
High Post G.C.
Ulverston G.C.
Barnard Castle G.C.
Barnard Castle G.C.
Filton G.C.
Royal Troon G.C.
Calverley G.C.
(A)
Down G.C.
Down G.C.
Down G.C.
Blingham Golf Club
Malton & Norton G.C.
Louth Golf Club G.C.
St. Michaels G.C.
Libblaton Golf Complex
Meathmore G.C.
Meon Valley G.C.
Meon Valley G.C.
Meon Valley G.C.
Leckford Estate
North Downs G.C.
Radyr G.C.
South Beds G.C.
Skiholme G.C.
Skiholme G.C.
Wimpole Golf House G.C.
Three Rivers G.C.
St. Median G.C.
Holmgate G.C.
Dukinfield G.C.
Dukinfield G.C.
Calverley G.C.
(T)
CMW Equipment (T)
(T) = Trade. (A) = Associate
A vacancy to fill? Need somebody quickly? Not attracting the right calibre of applicant?

By advertising in Greenkeeping Management Recruitment, your vacancy will be targeted at nearly 10,000 greenkeepers and groundsmen and will cost less than 2p for every prospective applicant who reads it.

In addition companies operating in the turf care and maintenance industry should use Greenkeeping Management to fill their own sales and marketing, technical, or managerial vacancies as the magazine is circulated to around 2,000 firms in the industry and also to 2,000 executives in local authorities.

Don’t delay - ring today! George McNaney or Carol Dutton - NOW! Tel: (091) 496 0003. Fax: (091) 496 0004
The National Association of Public Golf Courses threatened

The National Association of Public Golf Courses, for sixty one years the accepted and recognised administration body for the public course club golfer, are indignant at the recent news — out of the blue — that the E.G.U. are to discuss a privately published paper. 'The English Golf Union and the Non-Status Golfer' without consultation with NAPGC, even though their Association represents over 100 of the present public course clubs and over 50,000 public course players! Insulted and indignant as they are over the seeming insensitivity of the E.G.U. on such an important issue, they made the point to Greenkeeping Management that to make attempts to support and recognise the non-status golfer without involving the ONLY organisation with real experience is tantamount to their being dismissed!

Some of the questions posed in the paper, with NAPGC comments, are given here:

Poseur's Pose!

A chance for fame and glory awaits those competing in the BIGGA National Golf Tournament, to be held at Lyme Regis on August 14th, 15th and 16th. Quite apart from the awards and trophies, your intrepid editor will be in attendance, complete with zoom lens, to record posterity (and a two page colour spread in the September issue) the daily swings and the après swings! So... as you gaze at that icosahedral dimples, soaring majestically towards the blue — that the E.G.U. are to enter the 'real' world of golf by competitive and social play. Answer - By joining a public course club he gets his 'passport' through a handicap certificate.

The National Association with real experience is tantamount to the only organisation — that the E.G.U. are to discuss a privately published paper. 'The English Golf Union and the Non-Status Golfer' without consultation with NAPGC, even though their Association, are indignant at the recent news — out of the blue — that the E.G.U. are to discuss a privately published paper. 'The English Golf Union and the Non-Status Golfer' without consultation with NAPGC, even though their Association represents over 100 of the present public course clubs and over 50,000 public course players! Insulted and indignant as they are over the seeming insensitivity of the E.G.U. on such an important issue, they made the point to Greenkeeping Management that to make attempts to support and recognise the non-status golfer without involving the ONLY organisation with real experience is tantamount to their being dismissed!

Some of the questions posed in the paper, with NAPGC comments, are given here:

Poseur — a person who strikes an attitude or assumes a pose in order to impress!

1. The Non-status golfer (NSG) wants some official recognition of his golfing ability. Answer - Let him join the club at the public course he plays upon.
2. The NSG wants to become a better player and enter the 'real' world of golf by competitive and social play. Answer - By joining a public course club he gets his 'passport' through a handicap certificate.
3. The NSG wants ultimately to join a club or society. Answer - Public course clubs would welcome him into their ranks.
4. The NSG wants to improve his knowledge of rules and etiquette. Answer - The first priority of NAPGC is to teach new players the rules and etiquette of golf - with committee members of the Association always on hand to guide and counsel.
5. The NSG wants an opportunity to play in an organised competitive arena. Answer - NAPGC organise many competitive events at both local and national level.
6. The NSG wants a passport to extend his play beyond the municipal course. Answer - All public course clubs are affiliated to their County Union, and each member receives a recognised CONGU handicap, enabling recognition at other courses.

Before passing judgement, Greenkeeping Management will want to learn the views of both local and national level. Answer - NAPGC organise many competitive events at both local and national level.

Rosemount record shattered

From Gordon Moir, a man justifiably proud of Scotland and its wonderful golf courses, came a report of the annihilation of Rosemount by two Frenchmen... in the Scottish Open Amateur Stroke Play Championship. Tournament winner Francois Illouez knocked one stroke from Greg Norman's previous record, scoring 65 in the first round, only to see his compatriot J. Giscard lower the number to 64 in the final round. As Gordon so rightly points out, this reflects well on the marvellous condition of courses in his part of the country.

Player on Architecture

In talking about courses, Gary Player, another of the growing band of golfers-cum-architects making a lasting impression around the world — especially the USA — expressed an opinion recently. In discussing the trend of the wealthy American set wanting to build 'monuments' to themselves, and requesting architects to build to tough specifications, he said "they're creating monsters!"

He can envisage, when the novelty wears off and members tire of having to make freak putts all day or of taking five hours for a round, that some major surgical re-modelling of these white elephants will be necessary. "At a lot of golf courses, people just want to get the heck out." And his answer? . . . "I want to start a new trend — building golf courses that people will enjoy."
After 18 years of development you'd expect our new greens turf to have one or two advantages. For 18 years, scientists at Queen's University, Belfast worked to solve the perennial problem of annual meadow grass. The result is a unique seed mixture of Chewings fescue and browntop bent for our exclusive new greens turf, Rolawn Advantage. It's a significant breakthrough and represents another important milestone for Rolawn, Europe's finest turf grower.

Rolawn®
EUROPE'S FINEST TURF

For 18 years, scientists at Queen's University, Belfast worked to solve the perennial problem of annual meadow grass. The result is a unique seed mixture of Chewings fescue and browntop bent for our exclusive new greens turf, Rolawn Advantage. It's a significant breakthrough and represents another important milestone for Rolawn, Europe's finest turf grower.

So what are the advantages?
- First, no annual meadow grass means the smoothest textured, "greenest" green for your members (and your committee).
- And Rolawn Advantage is actually guaranteed supplied free of annual meadow grass.
- There's also the option to have Rolawn Advantage closer mown to bring the green into play even earlier.
- There's fast delivery nationwide (within 12 hours of harvesting) from Rolawn's own network of Turf Depots.
- And of most importance, there's peace of mind through Rolawn's fastidious reputation for quality. Quality achieved through meticulous checking of every part of every field. (Ask any top greenkeeper and he'll tell you as much).

If other turf growers promise similar advantages, just check their credentials.

You can check ours by filling in the coupon and sending (FREEPOST) for the Rolawn Advantage Information booklet. Even better, you could book an inspection visit to see the turf for yourself. We'd be delighted to welcome you.

To: Rolawn Ltd., FREEPOST, Head Office, Elvington, York, YO4 5DH
Please send me without delay my copy of Rolawn Advantage - The Ultimate Greens Turf • I/we should like to inspect the growing turf • Please send details of your other turf and how I can obtain it
Name: ____________________________
Club/Business: ____________________
Address: __________________________
Tel No: ____________________________

Rolawn® 
EUROPE'S FINEST TURF

NOTHING ELSE COMES CLOSE.

Any weather, any terrain. When it comes to sheer hard work, unfailing reliability and mowing excellence, nothing comes close to Beaver.

TECHNOLOGY HAS ITS REWARDS

BEAVER Equipment Ltd.
U.K. Sales: Spellbrook, Herts. CM23 4BU. Telephone: Bishop's Stortford (0279) 723444

August 1989
From Sussex we delight in announcing to the greenkeeping fraternity the engagement of Nick Beadle to Karen Johnson. We join with the Sussex Section in wishing them good luck.

Also in Sussex, we hear that section Chairman, Alan Butromovicz, has changed locations, moving from Ifield to Tunbridge Wells as Head Greenkeeper. Greenkeeping Management joins with the section in wishing him every success.

From Bob Lupton we learn that his committee man Dennis Cockburn has moved his job, from Colne (in Lancashire!) back to what Bob describes as 'the right side of the Pennines'. Dennis is now head greenkeeper at the Silsden Golf Club and good luck goes with him from all the Yorkshire Terriers.

La Manga's Course Manager Steve McMahon is one of the better known greensmen who have joined BIGGA... one of over 200 new members who are joining at the rate of 25 per week. European based greenkeepers are joining at the rate of 2 per week from Sweden, Germany, Holland and France.

New at ICI

Richard Minton is the most recent recruit to join ICI's Professional Products UK sales team.

Richard has been appointed to cover the Midlands, South Wales and South West England as Technical Representative supporting the activities of ICI's network of specialist distributors.

Lineage and photographs should be sent to

David White
13 Firle Close, Seaford
East Sussex BN25 2HL
Tel. 0323 891291

Lindum's strong network

Joining Ransomes as Group Financial Director from London International Group, where he was Group Treasurer, Geoffrey S. Comer, a Chartered Accountant.

Lindum Seeded Turf have rolled out their new appointments: Geoff Hodson, their new appointed Sales & Marketing Manager; and SODNET, The USA made netting product, for which Lindum have been appointed the UK's sole distributor.

Geoff has wide experience, for the past 5 years having held a position of seed specialist with one of Europe's largest breeders and his appointment is seen as adding yet more strength to an experienced management team.

SODNET - the name under which this product is marketed - is designed to prevent soil erosion of newly sown beds, acting as a mulch and reducing moisture loss.

Geoff Hodson (on right of picture), newly appointed Sales and Marketing Manager for Lindum Seeded Turf, seen here with Stephen Fell, Director of H.R. Fell & Sons, who is responsible for the Lindum operation.